Scopus Institutional Profiles

Scopus includes over 70,000 Institutional Profiles, which are automatically created whenever new data is uploaded. We offer a feedback feature to ensure each institution’s profile is distinct and kept up-to-date. No other A&I database matches Scopus for precision and recall.

Institution Profile Wizard

The Institution Profile Wizard allows you to:

- Modify Hierarchy
  - Review/update institutional hierarchy
  - Remove and add child institutions

- Modify Profile
  - Update metadata (e.g. name, address)
  - Add addresses for multiple locations or in different languages
  - View, remove and add alternate names

- Create Profile
  - Request the creation of a new profile (if needed)

New document added to Scopus

1. Author(s) identified
2. Documents matched to existing affiliations
3. Alternate names are also captured within the Institution Profile
   - For example: Univ. Amsterdam/ Univ. of Ams./ Univ. of Amsterdam
4. Affiliation ID stamped into matched docs
5. Alternate name used to identify future docs

Scopus Institutional Database

Institutional hierarchy
- Based on affiliations with an institution
- Institution Profile Wizard

Affiliation Profile
- Name/address/etc
- AF-ID
  - Alternate name 1
  - Alternate name 2
  - Alternate name 3

Scopus data is trusted for research assessment and evaluation purposes by 4,500+ universities and 150+ leading research organizations worldwide.